To study learning as an adaptive process, one must take into consideration the role of evolution, which is the primary adaptive process. In addition, learning should be studied in (artificial) organisms that live in an independent physical environment in such a way that the input from the environment can be at least partially controlled by the organisms' behavior. To explore these issues, we used a genetic algorithm to simulate the evolution of a population of neural networks, each controlling the behavior of a small mobile robot that must explore efficiently an environment surrounded by walls. Because the environment changes from one generation to the next, each network must learn during its life to adapt to the particular environment into which it happens to be born. We found that evolved networks incorporate a genetically inherited predisposition to learn that can be described as (1) the presence of initial conditions that tend to canalize learning in the right directions; (2) the tendency to behave in a way that enhances the perceived differences between different environments and determines input stimuli that facilitate the learning of adaptive changes; and (3) the ability to reach desirable stable states.
To study learning as an adaptive process, one must take into consideration the role of evolution, which is the primary adaptive process. In addition, learning should be studied in (artificial) organisms that live in an independent physical environment in such a way that the input from the environment can be at least partially controlled by the organisms' behavior. To explore these issues, we used a genetic algorithm to simulate the evolution of a population of neural networks, each controlling the behavior of a small mobile robot that must explore efficiently an environment surrounded by walls. Because the environment changes from one generation to the next, each network must learn during its life to adapt to the particular environment into which it happens to be born. We found that evolved networks incorporate a genetically inherited predisposition to learn that can be described as (1) the presence of initial conditions that tend to canalize learning in the right directions; (2) the tendency to behave in a way that enhances the perceived differences between different environments and determines input stimuli that facilitate the learning of adaptive changes; and (3) the ability to reach desirable stable states. Key Words: learning; evolution; environmental changes; adaptation The Adaptive Functions of Learning in Evolution From an evolutionary point of view, le,1rning has at least three ditterent adaptiB'e functions (Miller tt Todd. 11)1)( I): It C1I1 help and guide evolution, it a)toBB's adaptation to rlvirolmwlltnl changes to occur so quickly th,it genctic change is un,1ble to track them, and it ciiibles organisms to overcome the size Iimit.1tions Of the genotype by exploiting the rei4LIlarities of the environment. [Learning can also be the basis of cultural transmission and evolution (l3oy~i Lk Richcrson, 11JH5).1 That teaming can affect the course of evolution, even if acquired char.1Cters are not inherited, was claimed first by l3aldwin ()896) and later was elaborated by Waddington (1942) . More recently, Hinton a)id Now)an ()9S7). using a simulation model. have provided a clear example of how teaming ran guide evolution. By considering .111 extreme Case in which only .1 sio~;lc~ combination of &dquo;genes&dquo; has fitness and all the other combination are rqually bad, the authors show that only by adding a form of learning during life (actually random changes in the genes) can evolution discover the right combination of genes. Once the right combination is found by a particular individual, the individual wi)) be more likely to reproduce. Even it the lcarncci changes are not inherited, the liidlB,IdLI.11'.,-, offspring will inherit a combination of gcncs that is more likely to be close to the right combination and. therefore, they too will be more likely to reproduce. Il this way. characters discovered through 1e.1rning tend to hc fixed in the genotype c,f iiidl%,IdLI.11-~ of successive generations. )n other words, teaming can provide an easier evolutionary path toward eom~,lpted alleles and therefore can help and guide evolutiol. Simil.1r results have been reported for more complex models than that of Hinton and Now)an (Aiklry ~~ Littill,ill, )9')). Gruau ~~ Whitlw. 1()()3, Nolti, Elm,1I1, &. Parisi. )9')4a; see ilso 1).ii-isi & Nolfi, 1 ~l~)~).
That learning ,lllows organism to adapt to their environment is considered so obvious that teaming often is studied in isolation from natura) selection, which appears to be the primary adaptive process. Il any ease, evolution and learning have the same function: adaptation to the environment. Learning supplements evolution in that it makes it possible for organisms to adapt to rapid environmenta) changes in the environment that evolution ,110nc cannot track. 13y its sensitivity to rllvirollnlrntal conditions that could not be anticipated by evolution, teaming can incorporate these conditions in the organism's behavior.
Finally, learning can use the regularities of the environment to build more comptex phenotypes than would be possible on the basis of solely the information contained ill the genotype. Environmental regularities ran be detected at different levels of the deve)oping phrllotypt, and they can affect the self-organization of the phenotype's structure and behavior, From this point of view, learning should be considered part of development&horbar;that is, of the more general process that maps the genotype into the phenotype, Development is a continuously active process that is sensitive to environmrntal regularities and vari,1bilities. Lrwrtiir~T can be defined as that part of developmmt that is most sensitive to rnvirolmental influences, whercas itm~irrmiurr tends to be the name tor the part that is less sensitive to the environment and is more under the control of the genetically inherited information. (For a model of genotype-to-phenotypc mapping that is sensitive to environmenta) iltlucnces, see Nolfi, Miglino, & Parisi, 1994b) .
Learning in Ecological Conditions
In ,1lmost all resl'.Irch on k,lrtling in TICLIT-.11 network<;, the k.llïllng occurB in .1 B'old or (better) in an &dquo;environment&dquo; that consists ot the sensory inputs and teach)ng inputs arbitrari)B' selected hy the researcher. However, to be hiolcyti allv pI.1U&dquo;lhk, ,1 roodel ot teaming should consider the tact that teaming is a process that arises ill ecological conditions (i.e., through the interactions of the indiB'idu,11 organism with an independent extern.1] environment (Parisi. Cecconi. <K Nolti. 1'Wn ~).
One of the most important consequences of beii.iB,]Tig.iiici teaming iii an mdepenucnt environment is that the lotor output of the network partially determines the network's sensory input. 1W acting on the environment, the individual can change either the environment itself (~~.~., it can modify the position c,f an object in the environment) or its own physica) relation to the environment (c,g., by di&dquo;pl.1Clng its entire body or some parts of its hody, thc iiiLli;iLiii,il can move to .1 differeiit e!lB'ironmcnt. or it ran modify its perception of the environment). Thus, sensory input in ecological networks is a function oh both the independent properties of the environment and the individuals behavior. It is the interaction between what the network does and the externa) environment that will decide which inputs are recognized hv the network during teaming, io what order, with what frequency, and so oo.
Another consequence of an ecological perspective cm network teaming is tli,it it becomes necessary to make exphcit how .111 individual network can extract from the environment the information necessary to adapt to the environment. The elvironment does not usu,1l1y provide cues that indicate directly to the individual how it should change in order to produce more adapted behavior. N,ltur,1I seiecnon IS the only source of supervision tor m.1I1Y !iB'ing systems. However, organisms uppear to be able to use environmentat information, made .1Vail.1ble to them through their sensors, to trigger changes that better adapt the individual to the environment.
Evolving Neural Networks That Adapt to a Changing Environment
In this article, we will focus on onc oh' the three adaptive functions of k.1fIling described in section 1: the ,1biliry to adapt to rapid environmental changes that evolution atone cannot tr,ek. To study this issue, we designed and tested ,1 simu)at)on model in which a Reputation of neural networks, representing the nervous systems of artificial crcatures that behave and learn in a physiral (siroulated) environment, is evolved by using a terl ot the genetic algorithm (Hollatlli, 1975) .
Background
The problem of adapting to rapid environmental changes has been addressed, using a simulation model, by Todd and Miller (1991) , who set up a simulated aquatic environment containing two distinct patches of plants. Each patch contains plants of two different colors. In one patch, the red pl,iiits are food and the green pL1I1ts are poison. In the other patch, the colors are reversed; red plmots are poison, and green plants are toou. During its entire lifetime, a creature lives in one of the two patches. However, the creature's offspring could be placed at birth in the ahernative patch.
If a creature eats food, its fitness increases but, if it ingests poison, its fitness is decreased by a comparable amount. Creatures are immobile but, because food and poisonous elements move past them, the creatures must decide whether to ingest the particular element sensed at any given time or to ignore it. In addition, white food by itself always smells sweet and poison always smells sour, turbulence in the Bvater causes the smell (but not the color) of nearby material to be erroneousiy perceived with a given probability.
The behavior of Todd and Miller,, creatures is coltrolled by a neural network with just two input (sensory) units, one for color and the other for scrl7t, and one output (motor) unit for ingestion of nearby material. The genotype of each creature directly specifies, for each connection between the units, whether the connection is excitatory or inhibitory and whether it is fixed or le:1r11a1Llll. Learning occurs via a Hebbian rule according to which correlated ftril7g of connected units increases the strength of the connection. Because what is poisonous (or what is food) can change color from generation to generation, there is no advantage in inheriting hard-Bvired connections for poison avoidal7ce (or food ingestion) in terms of color. However, within an individuals lifetin7r, rolor serves as a more accurate rut than slllrll for discriminating between food and poison. Todd and Miller (1991) report that, in their simulations, evolve~i creatures tend to have a hard-wired (genetically specified) connection between the s177O11 sensory unit and the eating I77otor unit and a learnable connection between the color sensory unit and the eating motor unit. The strength of this last connection is modified during the life of the individual on the basis of the type of patch in which the individual ends up at birth. In other words, in this I77odel, learning turns out to be evolutionarily adaptive. Moreover, these researchers show that adaptiveness of learning depends critically on anlll accuracy. (Smell accuracy varies in different experimental conclitions.) Ifsmell is 50% accurate (chance level), so that food slllells sweet half the time and sour the other half, then no useful information can be gained ti-om the smell sensor. Ifsmell accuracy is 100'X&dquo; there is no need to learn because networks call rely efficiently on the smell sensor and ignore color information. For smrll accuracies between 50% and i <><>'%i, the authors found that the time required to evolve creatures that adapt through learning during their lifetime is shortest for accuracy values approximating 75% and that it increases for both highcr and lower values. Hence, the over~ill effect is a U-shaped function. This U-shaped curve emerges as the result of a tr,1tle-otr between the phylogenetic pressure to cvolvr individuals that 1e,lrJI and the ontogenetic usefulness of learning. If siiiell accuracy is 75%, learning is very useful for adaptation and, therefore, there is strong pressure to evolve learning. In f1Ct, in this condition, learning takes less time to evolve. With smell accuracies that approach either the 5()'Yi) or 1()()&dquo;a extreme, teaming telllls to become inLTc,1singly less useful and there is less pressure to evolve it. Therefore, the evollltioll ot teaming takes progressively more time.
Our framework
Wc set up a simulation in which one of the hmitations of Todd and M11111'v 11111111,1t1()I1
(1 ()<) 1) is removed. 111 Todd and Millc r'a model, creatures do not displace themselves ill the environment and they do not move in any other way. Th~ ~ creatures can decide only whether they will eat or not eat the currrlltly sensed element, but they cannot influence the environment in any way. Wc want to study the case in which creatures can move and. as a consequence, they can. by their 111()tor action, determine ill part thcir sensory input. Furthermore, because our creatures are capable of teaming by extracting useful information from the environment, they also can determine, by acting OIl tllt environment, their learllillg experiences and the type of feedback they receive trom the environment.
Our goal was to develop .i creature that is ible to reach ,l target area containing food included in its environment. The entire environment is a ~)() x ~(1-C171 arena surrounded by Bvalls. The target area is a circle whose diameter is 2 cm. and it is positioned ill a r,1I1domly chosen locatioii within the environment. The creature cannot perceive the target area, but it must be able to find the target area as lluiekly as possible. This illlplics that our creature should explore the arena cftciciitlj/ ill order to increase its chances to end up in the food area. At the same time, the creature should avoid hitting the walls, because this will cause it to get stuck into the watts. thereby losing all chances to reach the target area.
We assume that the creature's body is Khepera. a sma!) mobile robot (Mondada, Franzi, & lenne, 1993) . Khepera has a cytindrica) body whose diameter is 5.5 cm, it is 3 cm high and wighs 71) g. It is supported by two wheeis that are controlled by two 1~C motors with an incremental encoder ( 1 ( I pulses per millimeter of advancement of the robot) and that can move both forward and backward. The robot is provided with eight infrared proximity sensors that can detect obstacles at a distance that depends on Figure 1 .
We assume that our creatures can live in two different types of environments: an environment with dark BB'.11Is and an environment with bright walls (i.e., walls that reflect six times more light than the dark walls). Il the dark environment, a sensor is activated within a distance of approximately ) 1 cm from the wall, whereas in the light environment this distance is h cm. A creature should behave differently in the two environments in order to explore as much of the entire arena as possible without being stuck into the walls. If it lives in the first environment (environment A), the creature should move very carefully when sensors are activated because it starts to perceive the dark walls only in their close proximity. lii contrast, if it lives in the light environment (environment B), a creature can perceive the walls from farther away and therefore, if it wants to explore the portion of the arena that is close to the Bvalls, it should try to avoid the walls only when the sensors are strongly activated.
Consider, however, that the creatures do not know in which type of environmcnt they are going to live. Creatures of even generations are placed in environment A and creatures of odd generations are placed in environment B. The creatures living in the bright environment I3 tend to be more stimulated through their infrared sensors than arc the creatures livity in the dark environment A. Hence, our creatures may adapt to the particular environment in which they happen to live only if they can recognize the environment and change in the appropriate way through some form of learning. 
3.2.1
The neural network Our creatures are controlled by a fcedtorward neural network consisting of just an input and an output liver (no hidden units) (Fig. 2) . The input l.1yer includes four units that encode the activation lrvrl of Khrprra's sensors. To simplify the network, the first input unit encodes the average activation level of sensors 1 and 2, the second unit of sensors 3 and -~, and so forth (see Fig. I ).
Hence, the network has four receptors: front, back. lett, and right, These four input units are connected to four output units. The first two output units represent the two motors of Khepera, and they encode the speed of the two wheels. Activation levels in excess of (1.5 encode forward movcments of a and activation levels of less than 0.5 encode backward movements. These motor units control the robot's behavior in the environment. The remaining two output units represent two teaching units that encode a teaching input for the first two output units. (For a more detailed description of the structure and functioning of this type of leurnl network, see Nolti & Parisi, 1 ~~)3.) This teaching input is used by the two motor units to learn, using the backprop.1gation procedure. Il other words, the neural .1rchitccturc includes two distinct subnetworks that share the same input units but have separate output units. The first subnetwork (standard network; see the thick connections in Fig. 2 ) determines the creature's motor actions. The second subnetwork (teaching network; see the thin connections in Fig. ? ) determines how the standard network changes its connection weights during lifr. As part of the backpropagation procedure, the output of the teaching network is used by the standard network as its teaching input. Whereas the connection weights of the teaching network (teaching weights) do not change during <1 creatures litt, the connection weights ot the standard network (standard weights) do change on the basis of the tcaching input provided by the teaching network. Because it is the standard network that controls the creatures behavior in the environment, the behavior also changes.
When .i network is placed in the environment just described, the following sequence of events will occur. Sensory input is received on the input units. Activation flows upward, reaching the two n7otor units and the two teaching units. The activation value of the two motor units is used to move Khepera. thereby changing the sensory input tor the next cn-cle. The activation v<llue of the two teaching units (tcaching input) is used to change the weights that connect the input units to thc motor units, according to the backpropagation procedure (Runlelhart, Hinton, & Willian7s, I <)H()). Then the next cycle begins.
3.2.2 The genetic algorithm To evolve creatures that are able to reach the target area etficielltly, we used a genetic algorithm. We begin with 100 randomly generated genotypes, each yielding a network with a different set of weights for the standard and teaching suhnrtworks of 1()() creatures. The network architecture and teaming rate are fixed and identical tor all individuals 1.1lthough they might have been part of what rvolvrs in the population (see Bele%N,, Mc!nerney. h Schraudolph, 1 <)H<); Kitano, 1 1)l)O) I, This is generation () (C;(1). GO networks are ,1llowed to live for 10 epochs, each epoch consisting of 500 input-output cycles. At the beginning of each epoch, both the creature and the target area arc placed randomly inside the arena. At the end of lite, the :20 individuals that have accumulated the most fitness are allowcd to reproduce (unisrwally) by generating five copies of their genotype.
The 1()(I new crcatures constitute the next generation ((;]). I)uring the copying process, 10% of the weights are mutated by adding to the weights current value a quantity randomly selected in the interval between -1.0 and +1.(). The weights of the starting generation are selected randomly from a uniform distribution of values between -1.() and + 1,0, although mutations subsequently can produce higher or lower values. The process is repeated for 1000 generations.
In each epoch, the fitness of an individual is increased by 51111 -N units, where N is the number ot cycles needed to reach the target arra in that epoch. I17 other words, indiviciuals with high fitness are individuals that are able to reach the target area tllore quickly. The total fitness of an individual is the sum of its fitnesses in the 10 epochs of its life. If in one epoch the individual is unable to reach the target, there is no titlrvs increase for that epoch. If in one epoch ,In individua) happens to hit the %B-all, the epoch is terminated. Therefore, iiidl%'ILILIIIS wlth high htness tend to be individuals that are to avoid hitting the w.ll1 (at least prior to reaching the target area).
3.2.3 Adaptation to different environments To tcst whether the mode) 1. 11)]C to evolve creatures that adapt dUring ttior life to the p.1rtlnd.lr enB'iron!nent m which they happen CC) 11B'l', We exposed creatures of different generatiotis to tilfl-creiit environments. As ,llre<m1v statmi, creatures of even neneranons 11B&dquo;l'd )n an arena %%-itli dark walls, whereas creatures of odd generations hvcd m an arena with bright BV,1I1s. The creatures had to be ible to recognize the particular environment in which they happened to live and to change thrir behavior III order to adapt thel1l~clB'L's better to the p.1rticul.lr el1B'imnlllcnt. (It must be noted th.lt k.lrl1lng I&dquo; only one way to adapt to a noistationary el1B'ironlllcnt, There 1ll.IY be other ways&horbar;tor example. through sensory adaptation or some term of memory.)
The way in which our creatures may adapt to dinerent el1B'irOnlllelltB dUrlllg their life becomes clear if one considers that the output ot the teaching network, which functions as teaching input tor the standard network, depends ol two factors: the connection weights of the teaching network and the activation B',1Iul' of the tour input (sensory) units. Though the connection weights of the teaching network are inherited gcnctic.ll1y and are not it ill influenced by the current environment, the sensory input does reflect the cxtl'rn.1Icl1B'ironlllcnt, As a consequence, the teaching input generated by the teaching network may be innuenced by the cxtcrn.1Iel1B'ironment. and it can teach different things in different environments. EB-()Ititioii C,1Il Bl'kd creatures ible to adapt to changing environments by selecting teaching weights that produce teaching inputs that both differ in difterent environments and teach behaviors appropriate to the partieular environment. More specificanv. evotution should select teaching weights that induce modifications in the standard w~'i~l~ts 1~'acllty to environmentally adapted behavior, In addition, it should be noted that although the backpropagation procedure will try to minimize the discrepancy between the output of the standard network and the output of the teaching network, the two networks' outputs should not ncccssarily converge (Nolfi ~r P,1risi, 1~4). (We will return to this point in section -t.:~.)
Experimental Results
We ran two sets of simulations. In one set, we illoBved individual networks to learn during life. In the other set, teaming was not allowed, The individuals of the population that learned had the network architecture described in section 3.?.l,
Figure 3
Incrraae In tlne fitness of the singk beB( IIldlvldu.11 mf' 10()() sticccss'l%*C gl.'nnatlom for the pOpul.Hlon with leiriillig dUring hit: (hravy t-tirB-c) .md for the popul.Hl0n Without k.lrlllng (lylorr curw), Each i urvc represciits the ivcrige of In rcphclt1of1B, which included a standard and a teaching network. The individuals of the population that did not lcarn had a simplified network architecture that included only the standard network: four input units encoding the activation level of the eight sensors and two output units encoding the movement of the two wheels, The life span was identical in the two population. All the 16 connection weights plus 4 biases of the population that did learn and the 8 connection Bveights plus 2 biases of the population that did not learn were subject to evolution. The mutation rate was 10% in both populations. I11 this section, we will ( 1 ) show that natural selection succeeds in evolving individuals that can learn to adapt to the particular environment in which they happen to live;
(2) try to analyze how individuals that arr alloBvrd to learl are iL-)Ic to discrimin.He between the two environments, and (3) discuss the retationship between the evolutionary process and the learning process and the role of a creatures interaction with the environment during learning, 4.1 Evolution and the selection of individuals that learn to adapt to the particular environment
We first compared the results of the simulations with and without learning. As Figure . 1 shows, individuals increase cB,olLIt'011,11-lly their ability to explore the environment et1iciently in both the learning and the nontearning condition. They evolm movement strategies that allow them to visit more and more different parts of the environment and to avoid hitting the Bvalls. This allows them to reduce, generation after generation, the time taken in each epoch of life to discover the target area. However, individuals that are <llloBvrd to team during their life perform better than Figure 4 l3~·h,mnor of two typlcll cvolvcd 111lilVldu.lh of the nonk.Jr1ung (top row) .Intl I~~.irmy (hmto,m rmv) pupul.oions in thc dark (left side) .1I1d bright (right side) CIlB'1 roll I11l'n t'B , ' individuals that do not learn, although the number of input-output cycles is identical in the lifetimes of both ypes of individuals.
This last result implies thot k,lrI1ing has an adaptive function for those creatures that are allowed to team. To understand how learning call h,le this adaptive function. we can inspect directly the behavior of individuals that are ,1I1mB'l'd to learn .1I1d compare it with the behavior of individuals that do not learn, Figure 4 shows the trace left 011 the tcrr,iiii by the movements of .1 typical individual that teams and by the movements of a typical individual that does not lcarn, in both the dark and the bright environments. The behavior of both individuals is rather stereotypicii and 11t)IlOptlllWll, in the sense that both individuals fail to visit some portion of the environment that Illay contain the target area. However, the behavior of the teaming individual appears to be more efficient than that of the non learning il7Ciividual. The behavior of a typical non)earning illdividual is shown on the top row of Figure 4 . This individual is able to avoid hitting the walls ill both the dark (left) and the bright (right) environment, but it is un.1ble to wplore the portion of the environment that is close to the walls in the bright environment. Therefore, it can miss the target area in the bright environment if the target area happens to be located near the wall. In roltrast, a typical 117Cilvllill,ll that learns, as shown in the bottom row of Figure 4 , is able to travel at r7rarly the same close distance from the watts in both the dark and the bright environments.
The nonlearning individual is unable to visit the zone of the environment near the walls because this individual ignores the single environment into which it happens to Figure 5 Performance c of creatures that h.IBT livcd and learned 111 either a dark or a bright environment and then are tested in the santr or a different environment.
Heavy curves represent the prrfi>rnt.tni of the single best individual of cach successive geiler.itioti tested in the same environment 1n which it has lived and learncd. Thr lighter curves represent the performance of the best individual tested 111 ,m environment dlAl'rent trom that in which it 11,1' lived and learned, Each It curve represents the average of 11) rt~pli<.itioi>;, be born. It inherits a behavioral strategy that is adapted somewhat to both cnvironments but that prevents the individual from getting too close to the wall in the bright environment because the same scnsory input in the dark environment would mean risking hitting the wall. (Remember that a strong activation of the infrared sensors means proximity to the wall.) In contrast, the individual that learns can discover, through learnill~, in what environment it happens to live. The inherited teaching weights generate different teaching inputs for the standard network on the basis of the different sensory inputs sent to the network by the two different environments.
Because this individual learns that the same level of activation of the sensors means different distances from the wall in the two environments, the individual can generate different behaviors in the two environments in response to the same input, and it therefore can adapt its behavior to the particular environment.
To verify whether the creatures that learn actually were able to learn to adapt to the particular environment into which they happened to be born, we tested adult crcatures (i.e., creatures at the end of their life and, therefore, of their learning) both in the environment in which they had devcloped and in an environment that was different from the one they experienced during their life. We made two copies of the weights inherited by the best individual in each generation, and we let one copy live and learn iI~ the bright environment and the other copy in the dark environment. At the end of life (learnin~), the two resulting networks were tested, with their weights frozen, in the environment opposite to that in which they had lived and lcarned. The results are shown in Figure 5 . Individuals perform better (i.e., they obtain more fitness) if the environment in which they are tested is the same environment in which they have lived and learned. This shows that characters acquired through teaming are adapted to the particular environment in which the learning takes placc.
[Similar results have been obtained with phenotypic11 plasticity (i.e., with inherited genotypes that map into the pheiiorypical neural networks in a way that is sensitive to the particular environment in which the mapping takes place; see Nolfi rt il., 1 <)<)4b).] ]
How individuals discriminate between the two environments
In the preccding section, we demonstrated thot, via rvolutiol, individuals can team to adapt to the particular environment in which they happen to live. Here we address the question. How is such al Jlbpt.1tion to die Current environment .1CtlIally a~colplished? That is, how can individual networks recognize the type of environment into which they happen to be born, and how can they modify thenlselves to adapt to that environment?
If we examine the type of stimuli that the same creature (i.e., the two identical copies of the best individual of each generation) experiences in the dark and in the bright environment, we see that these stimuli differ in the two environments both quantitatively and qualitatively. Wr measured the activation 1eB'l'1 of the sensors during the entire lifetime of the best individuals of each generation, and we discovered that the average activation level was (U) for the copy livilg in the dark environment and 0,24 for the copy living in the bright environment. In addition, we found that the percentage of times each of the four input units (corresponding to the left, right, front, and back pairs of sensors) is the most activated one of ,ill units varies significantly at birth (i.e., prior to learnill~;) between the two elvirolllelts (Fig. 6 ). The mcasurement is obtained by allowing a typical cvolvcd individual to live For one epoch before learning in the two environments and then measuring the percentage of times each of the four sensors is the one most activated.
The different types of stimuli experienced by the creatures in the two environments, by affecting the type of teaching input computed by the teaching network at each time step, allow the creatures to modify their standard weights (i.e., the weights that detcrmine their motor behavior) differently in the two environments. Figure 7 shows how the weights of the standard network of a typical evolved individual change in the two environments. The thick curves and the thil curves, which represent the change in weight value in the dark mod bright environments, respectively, diverge in many cases. More specifically, in the case of the individual shown, the weights do not change very much when the individual lives and learns in the dark environment, whereas they tend to change much more when the same individual lives and learns in the bright environment. Figure 7 show that the changes in weight value arc restricted to only a minority of the connection weights. However, these changes are sut1icient to determine significant quahtative differences in the behavior of the learning individuals across successive epochs of their life (see the next section).
How learning and evolution interact
In the population without teaming, the illherite~i standard weights of ,B11 evolved individual incorporate an ability to evplorr the environment et1iciently-th.H is, in such a way that the target area is discovered rcasonably c~uickly in lllost epochs ot life. I11 other words, an evolved individual is born with a general solution to the problem inscribed in its geiies. This geiici-,il solution is not optima) because it cannot take into account the characteristics of the partirular environment in which the individuals happens to be born. However, it allows the individual to perform reasonably well (see Fig. 3 ).
What is the role of the inherited standard weights in the case c)f individuals that are alloBved to learn during their life? Are we to expect that the standard weights incorporate the same general solution and that learning is able to refine the inherited strategy by taking into consideration the specificity of the current environment? lf we comp,1re the performance exhibited prior to learning by evolB,cci illlividu.lls belonging to the teaming populatioll with the performance of individuals belonging to the nonl~arnin~ populatioll, we discover that this is not the case (Fig. ti) . When tested for 1 ( epochs without any learning, individuals belonging to the learning population perform on the basis of their inherited standard weights lesn well than individuals of the nontearning population. (This result is also obtained with evolved sett-teaching networks living in a nonchanging environment (see l~Oltl ~ Parisi, 1 <)93).1 This rontrasts with the results of the conlparisoll between the tBvo populations w hen per-formancc is assessed after teaming. I1r the latter circumstance, the individuals of the learning population outperform those of the noniearning population (see Fig. 3 ).
This result seems to imply that the inherited standard weights of the learning individuals are selected not only to allow good performance of the task (ns shown by the teaming individuals' performance at birth prior to learning) but also to allow teaming to produce a good performance. In other words, the genes (i.e., the inherited standard weights plus the inherited teaching weights) of evolved individuals that are allowed to learn incorporate not a prodispositimr to efficiently but a predisposition to Iwnrn I<i holmm~ efficiently.
Genetically Inherited Predispositions to Learn
To understand what a predisposition to team can mean in the case of our creatures, we should consider that initial conditions (e.g., initial weights) can determine the course of backpropagation teaming (Kolen ~C~ Pollack. 1S)90) and evolution can select for good initial weights for learning during life in nonecologica) neural networks (l3elwv et al.. 11)1) 1), We know already th.lt the initi,11 (inherited) standard weights of our learning creatures incorporate a partially valid innate solution to the evolutionary task as individuals tested ot birth prior to teaming exhibit some limited ability to find the target area efficiently (see Fig. 8 ). Howcver, by conducting some special tests, we ran show that both the genetically inherited standard weights and the genetically inherited teaching incorporate an innate predisposition to learn the task.
To show that the initial standard weights do incorporate an innate predisposition to learn, we first replaced the inherited standard weights with randomly selected values, and then tested the best individuals of each of the 1000 generations (in the )0 replications of the simulation). By allowing them to learn based not on the inherited standard weights but on random initial weights, we observed that the performance of these individuals remained constantly low throughout their life. Although thc learning error would decrease progressively, these individuals did not learn anything that improved the efficiency of their exploration of the environment, even if the inherited teaching weights that we know can teach efficient behaviors were left intact.
A predisposition to learn to explore the environment more efficiently, therefore, is at least in part incorporated in the inherited standard weights. However, the inherited teaching weights also appear to incorporate a predisposition to learn (or, more precisely, to self-teach), If we do the opposite of what we have just described and allow our creatures to learn based on the genetically inherited standard weights but randomize the teaching weights, learning will destroy rather than increase whatever ability to explore is present at birth. We conclude that both the standard weights and the teaching weights incorporate ,1 genetically inlerltcd [)rctii~positioii to team and that the two sets of weights must coevoive generatioll after generation.
However, learning in our ecological networks is different from teaming in notiecological networks because ccolo~iral nttworks interact with an independent el1B'ironment and. therefore, they at least partially control their mvrl input. More speot)c.)!)v. the inputs experienced by an ecological network during learning-what can be called its Ie'~nrrrirrE~ c:vpericrrro-arc at least partly a function of the creature's behavior, WC the n can hypothesize that in ecological networks, a predisposition to team i],~o can mean that the network starts teaming with a tendency to behave in such a way that the network is more likcly to experience inputs wrtill for learning than to experience othcr inputs.
That the standard weights are selected to control the type of stimuli a creature experiences during its life has already been shown in previous simulations woll a similar framework (sett-teaching networks) but with ,1 nonchanging environment (Ncllti Lk l'arisi, l vv-l). In those simulations, it was found that evolved standard weights were able to expose the creatures to sequences of input stialtlli that f1cdit.1tcd their adaptation to the environment through teaming. (For the rote ot the inputs experienred during learning in nonecotogica) networks, see 1'ltlnkett ~' Marrh111,111. 1 1)() 1 I11 the present simulations, learning individuals appcar to behave at birth in such ,1 way that they perceive enhanced differences between the two environments with respect to non)earning individuals. To determine how the two environments differ in the inputs that they make available to the teaming and nonle,1rnlng organisms, we calculatcd the percentage of cycles in which each of the four input UI1lts was the tnost activated one. and we compared these percentages tor the two environments tor both learning and nontearning illdiB'i~lualv. because in ecotogtcat networks the environmenta) input is innuenced by the networks lnotor output (in addition, of course, to the environment itself), any discrepancy in how the two environments are perceived by teaming and non)earning organism appears to he due to the c lh t1l'rc n t behavior exhibited by the two types of organism. The differences I11 the .1ctiB'.Ition level among the four input units in the two environments reflect the different behaviors of an organism in thc two environments. For example, if the left input unit is the most activated Ollt, the organism behaves in such .1 way that it tends to ham the wall near its lett side. If alrl individual behaves in such a way that it tends to have the Bvall near its left side in one environment and near its right side in the other environmcnt, one can say that, by its behavior, the individual enhances the differences between the inputs perceived in the two environments.
The tirst column of Figure 9 shows the average difference between the stimuli perceived at birth by nontearning individuals in the two environments. The average is computed based on the (single) best individual in each of the 10()() generations for IIIdlVldu,l1 to 1tB'L' tor one epoch prior to karlllng in the two L'I1B'lronl11elltB, by l11e.IBUflng the pcn.cnt.tgL' of [n))cs cicii of the tour sensors )s the must .1 ct 1B'.ltL'd , ,lIId by stiiiiiiiijig the ditterefices between the two C,IBl&dquo;, t )ne-t~lctof .lIl.1IvBjB of VaflJllL'L' rrw·.tlrd th.lt iundtttun 1 B1 h'1l1 tiLlllth' tiitl-crs trmnt mndttunt ? 2 (1f = t~~._I-= ~'-~42. p < .I1?), whrrr.ts conditions and J .1J)d condtt)ons 2 .md 3. res¡1L'ctlvdy. do not differ sigttttirantlp from one another (1( Is / = ).)45.;' = .?~J; J/ is = n.~J~J?, ~> = .33). 10 replications of the simulation. A value of 11 means that each il~dividt.lal sensor has the same probability to loe the most activated one in the two environments, whereas .i valne of 2()( means that each of the tour sensors has an opposite probability to be the most activated one the left sensor is the most activated one in one environment and it is never the most ictivated one in the other environment).
The second cotumn in the figure shows the same average difference for the learning individu,1ls at birth (i.e., before any The third coltiiiiii shows the average difference for the learning individuals it the end of hfe&horbar;that is. after teaming has had its effect. Figure c) indicates that at birth teaming individuats perceive the two environments as more different than do the nontearning individuals and that there may be .i tendency tor the differences to decrease after teaming (although the difference between the second and third column in the figure is not statistically significant). We conclude (tentatively) that the standard weights are selected in the teaming individuals to generate behaviors that enhance the perceived differences between the dark and the bright environments such th.)t teaming is a))owed to produce din~Tl'llt adaptiB'e changes in the two environments, The analysis of the teaming population is comphcated further hy the hct that the input stimuh )njy change ~~ualitatiw~lv during al ))~i)B')duj)'s liictiiii< bcc.tusc 1e.1rI1Îng modities the stamd,lrd weights thcH determine the h~'I~,wlc~r ot the mdiw~lu,tl. Figure lll shows that in a typical evolved individual of the learmp popuhnon, stimuli tend to rem.1Ïn more const.BIIt during the course of the iiiLli;idii,il', liti> iii the dark e!1B'ironml'I1t, whl're,lB they tend to ch.uige it' the IndlB'ldu,d 1IB'l'B III the bright l'!1B'ironmel1t, ThiB Ie.lll-, uB to conclude th.tt the tmoilmy w~'l~hU. L,~~ ~lwurt~lmlt he ejects of learning in the ~t.ll»~<lr~i woghts, ,1lso h.1B&dquo;l' a r<>1L< iii etihjnong the pl'rceiB'ed ~iitlerelres betweoi the two environments. Learning In chssica) Ill'ur,11 ltworla hm as its on)B'go.)) reduction of tlic di;crcp,iii<.y between the network's computed output jnd the tejc)ii))g Input, but this is not so in our sett-te.ichmg networks, All teaming aims jt reactiing .l vltlst<lrtorv behavior as soon as pmslble and maintaining that behavior ,ltÎ:tTw.1rd, with no further weight changes. The adaptive meaning of this tor ecotogicat networks 1B that )nd)V)dua)s that have reached a good stable behavior because of teaming can .ICCUI11ld.He more htness dunng their lifetime. Thcrcf<Jre, we should expect that in our creatures, both the standard and the teaching weights should be selected for their abihty to generate good stable behaviors as early as possible. That stable states are reached quickly by our 1e,lrnin~ creatures can be shown in various ways. Figure 7 directly shows that many weights significantly change early in life and then remain stable for the rest of lite. Figure 1 () show that the distribution of stiluli experienced by the individual in any case stabilizes after the third epoch Figure 11 shows how performance increases very rapidly early in life and then remains more or less stable.
It is important to note, however, that in rcological networks a good stablr behavior produced by backpropagntion learning is not the same tiling as zero (or almost zero) error, as is the case for learning in nonecological networks, In ecological networks, learning performance las measured by the discrepancy between computed output and teaching input (error)) and fitness are conceptually aod operationally distinct entities. In our simulations, although backpropagation tries to minimize the discrepancy between the output of the standard network and the output of the teaching network, the two outputs never converge, If they were to converge, the teaching network could be used as the network that dirrctly controls the individual's behavior iu the environment (i.e., as the individuals standard network), with no need tor learning. However, as we saw, a singlr network controlling the behavior of the organism without lcarning performs less well than our teaming individuals having both a standard network and a teaching network. The teaching network induces changes in the standard network that are adaptive with respect to the two different environments, without directly teaching the appropriate behaviors. The system achieves stability without eliminating the error, because learning occurs in two dif-terent environments that require different behaviors adapted to them. The standard and teaching weights are cosclcrtru to produce this result.
Discussion .
To study the ability to adapt to rapid evolutionary changes (e.g., changes that occur from one generation to the next), we havc run a set of simulations in which a popu-I.1tion of neural networks, representing the nervous system of creatures that interact with an independent external environment, is subject to both an evolutionary and a teaming process. Creatures are srlccted for reproduction on the basis of their ability to explore one of two possible environments. The creatures have the opportunity to learn using the backpropagation procedure but. because we did not want to provide them with the corrcct teaching input .It each time step as decided hv the researcher. we uscd a seif-teaching architecture (see Nolti 0: I'arisi, 11)<)J). ll this architecture, the teaching input for the network that controls the individual's behavior (standard network) is provided by a separate network (teaching network) that relies ol the sale sensors of the standard network and is subject to the l'B'0Iution.1ry process in the same way as is the standard network. We do not clail that this architecture or the backpropagation learning procedure itself are biolo~ically pL1lIsible, We adopted the self-teaching architecture because it allows evolution to select. by selecting the weights of the te,1ching network, the way in which environment.11 Intlml1,ltlon modifies the nervous system of our creatures and, consequently, their behavior during life.
Analyzing the crcatures that evolved, we found that w hereas in individual that are lat allowe~i to learn the inherited characters (weights, in our case) are selected directly for their ability to produce successful behaviors, in the case ot individuals that are allowed to learn, the characters are selected tor their ability to incorporate a predisposition to team. This geiieticilly inherited predisposition to learn consists of several things: (I) the presence of starting conditions at birth ('.e., initial weights for learning) that canalize teaming in thc proper direction; (2) the ability to srlrrt experienced inputs that simibrly canahze learning in the proper uirtctiol; ami (3) the ability to reach and maintain a desirable stable state. This pattern of results is found whether the environment is stable (unchanging) (Nolfi & Parisi. I vv4) or the environment changes from one generation to the nwt, which is the present case. In this second case, however, the issues arc more complex because the starting conditions should be able to canalize teaming in ~iithrelt directions and to reach different stable states in different environments. We succeeded in evolving individuals that can recognize the type of environment into which thcy happcn to be born and can learn to adapt to the particular environment. By comparing the stimuli experienced in the two environments by indiB'idu.1Is that learn and by individuals th.H do not Bc.lrn, it can be shown that the weights inherited by the teaming individuals are ible to enhance thc differences between the stimuli experienced in the two environments and, therefore, make it easier to learn different behaviors in the two environments.
The simulations described in this ii-ticle demonstrate that teaming cannot be studied, as is done in &dquo;classical&dquo; connectionism (1W orlhart ~1 MrClellamd, 1 9,1~o), indepeodcntly from evolution. EB'otution selects tor genetically inherited predispositions to team in environments that can require different adaptations. These genetically inherited predispositions interact with the sensory input available in the environment to determine the kind of adapted behavior that is appropriate tor the particular environment in which the IllCi1B'llitll happens to develop.
Future directions for research include the study ot the effects of different patterns of e!1B'ironmenul ch,1I1ge across genn.HiollS (c.g,. e!1B'ironmentB that change randomly at each new generation), of environments that can change during an in-divll1ual's life, and of more complex environments and behaviors.
